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Abstract Service description usually presumes a representation of the world model. The 
Description Logic (DL) is an efficient way for representing the world model, 
esp, on Semantic Web, becau.se of its framework, decidable reasoning, and pop
ularity. DL can bring structure to services, but only DL itself is inadequate for 
modelling dynamic aspect of Web .services. In this paper, Dynamic Description 
Logic (DDL) is proposed to combine DLs with action formalisms. The interac
tion between actions and the DL-based world model is embodied in two aspects. 
On one hand, DL knowledge base provides knowledge and information for the 
reasoning on actions; on the other hand, the information stored in DL knowledge 
base is changed by the execution of actions. In DDL, two basic reasoning tasks 
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are defined to check precondition and effects of actions. Based on the relation
ship between DDL and a transition system, a reasoning support for DDL is also 
given by translating actions into logic programs. By the combination of DLs and 
actions, DDL brings a better view of how services impact the world, facilitates 
interoperation between services, and enables the reuse of already available algo
rithms and engines for service reasoning. Thus, it can provide a logical way for 
embracing actions into Semantic Web. 

Keywords: Dynamic Description Logic, action formalism. Semantic Web, Web Services 

1. Introduction 

Now we are witnessing the proliferation of service offers accumulated on 
the Web. As the next generation of the Web, the Semantic Web [Berners-
Lee et al., 2001] should support reasoning on not only semantic content but 
also services. Description Logics (DLs) [Baader et al., 2002] are a family of 
logic-based knowledge representation languages. Several DL-based ontology 
languages (e.g., OWL [Patel-Schneider et al., 2004]) are used to develop on
tologies of Web services, e.g. OWL-S [Coalition, 2004]. However, DL by 
itself is inadequate for service reasoning. DLs were originally designed for 
representing only static knowledge. Without notion of modelling changes, DLs 
are unable to model the dynamic aspect of services (i.e., what changes of the 
world they cause under certain conditions), and neither to support reasoning 
on a series of such changes. 

Based on our previous work on Dynamic Description Logics (DDL)[Shi 
et al., 2005], we extends DDL to model the dynamic aspect of services and 
support reasoning on services. DDL is designed to combine DLs with action 
formalisms by taking consideration of the following two aspects. On one hand, 
Web services can be abstracted as actions with preconditions and effects in 
the sense that services impact the world by changing the state of the world 
[Mcllraith et al,, 2001]. Thus, theories about actions in AT communities can be 
applied to model dynamic feature of Web service. On the other hand, service 
description usually presumes a representation of the world model, where the 
preconditions and effects of services root in [Ponnekanti and Fox, 2002], DLs 
are suitable for the world model description, esp. on the Semantic Web, in that 
DLs can describe structural knowledge in a formal and network-based way, 
and provide decidable reasoning, too. 

In DDL, the structure of the world is captured in TBox and the current in
formation (or facts) about the world is stored in ABox. A formal meaning is 
given to the interaction between actions and the DL-based world model. Pre
conditions and effects of an action are defined by using vocabulaiy defined in 
TBox. The execution of an action causes the changes of facts stored in ABox 
and the semantics of the action is interpreted as interpretation transformation 
that corresponds to the changes. A group of action constructors are defined for 
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forming complex actions out of primitive ones. Two basic reasoning problems 
(i.e. executability and projection) are discussed. A reasoning support for DDL 
is also given by translating actions into logic programs. By the combination, 
DDL provides a logical way for embracing actions into Semantic Web. It also 
brings several advantages to Web services on Semantic Web, such as a better 
view of how services impact the world, interoperation between services, and 
the reuse of algorithms and engines available for service reasoning. 

Due to space limitation, we do not introduce the DLs in this paper. Interested 
readers can refer to [Baader et al., 2002] for review. The rest of this paper 
is organized as follows. The DDL formalism is described in section 2. A 
reasoning support for DDL is given in section 3. Related works are discussed 
in section 4. A conclusion and future research are given in section 5. 

2. Dynamic Description Logic Formalism 

Let /C = (T, A) be a DL knowledge base composed of an acyclic TBox T 
and an ABox A. In this paper, we restrict ourselves on acyclic TBox. Based 
on it, we introduce the DDL formalism by defining the syntax and semantics 
of actions. Two reasoning tasks are described. 

Syntax and Semantics of Actions 

Actions without variables are called ground actions. Actions can be param
eterized by introducing variables in place of object names. Ground actions can 
be viewed as actions where parameters have already been instantiated by object 
names, while parametric actions should be viewed as a compact representation 
of all its ground instances. For simplicity, we concentrate on ground actions. 
Actions can be nondeterministic, but in DDL we only consider deterministic 
actions. 

DEFINITION 1 (ATOMIC ACTION[SHI ET AL., 2005]) Given IC, an atomic 
action description based on K is in the form of A = (PA, E^A). where 

• A is the action name; 

• the pre-condition, P^, is a finite set of ABox assertions; 

• the effects of the action, EA, 'S a finite set of pairs of the form bi/hi, 
where bj, is a finite set of ABox assertions, while hi is a. literal of an 
assertion, e.g., C{a), R{a, b), -^C{a), or -^R[a, b). 

An atom action is specified by first stating the preconditions under which 
the action is applicable. Secondly, one must specify how the action impacts 
the world with effects 6,;//'i,. bi/hi describes under the condition 5j (called 
body) doing the action results in the addition of hi (called head) if hi is in the 
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positive form, or the remove of -^hi if hi is in the negative form. According 
to the law of inertia, only those facts that are forced to change by the effects 
should be changed by the performance of the action [Reiter, 2001]. Given two 
different atomic actions, we say that they are similar if they differ only by the 
heads in their effects. This paper focuses only on those actions that are not 
similar. 

Given a declarative specification of the atomic actions, a complex action can 
be specified in terms of atomic ones. 

D E F I N I T I O N 2 (ACTIONS[SHI ET AL., 2005]) Let N/s, be a set of atomic 
action names, an action is in the form of: 

A, l -H. A S | A ; 1 | A U B 1 A * | T / ^ ? (1) 

An action can be defined as either an atomic action A5, or a complex action 
composed of these defined atomic actions by using constructors. Sequential 
composition of actions, A; B, means "Do A and then do B". Non-deterministic 
choice of actions, A U B, means "Do either A or 1". Iteration of action. A*, 
means "iteratively do A finitely many (including zero) times". Test of formula, 
V'?, means the test of cun'ent truth value of V', i.e., V-'? = {{^]^ {})> where '0 is 
a DL formula. 

The widely used conditional choice and loops can be defined in terms of 
these constructs: 

i f i) t hen A e l s e B = ( '0?;A) U ( - i^ ' ? ; ! ) 

while V-" do A endWhile = {'ip ? ; A)*;-^ip 7 

In this paper, we focus on acyclic actions, which means an action can not 
be composed of itself or can not appear on the right side of its own definition. 
Given an acyclic action, an action can be always expanded into a sequence that 
is composed with only atomic actions. 

Now, we define the semantic of the action by showing how it makes an 
interpretation transformed into another. 

D E F I N I T I O N 3 ( O R D E R E D INTERPRETATIONS[BAADER E T AL. , 2005]) 
Given fC and an interpretation X that I |= /C. The performance of A in K re
sults in a new interpretation X'. We say that X' is the A-induced ordered 
interpretation to X, denoted X :<^ X', if X' is obtained through following 
steps: 

• if A is an atomic action and A = {Ph., E^), 

- for each primitive concept A in T, 

A^' = A^U{o^|V(99M(a)) eEf,ab9) 

\{a^\\/{^hA{a))&Ei„Xhv} (2) 
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- for each role R in T, 

R^' = R^ U {{a^,b^) \\f{^/R{a,b)) e EA,I \= <p} 

\ {(0^,6^) |V(<^/^i?,(a,6)) G E^,I h <p} (3) 

- for each defined concept C, it is expanded into C' which contains 
only primitive concepts. The interpretation ofC is uniquely deter
mined by the interpretation of the primitive concepts in C'. 

m ifA = MiC,and3I",I^nI" A I " ^c^:'; 

• ifA = MuC,andI^nI'Vl-<vI'; 

m ifk = M*,and'in{>Q)yi{<d<i<n),3I",I^^il" A X" ^ B ' - ' 
I'; 

• ifA = 4' ?. f^nd X ^A 2'-

Clearly, X and X' share the same domain and individual name interpretation, 
and X' is determined by A, T and X. 

Reasoning about Actions 

Before trying to perform an action, it is needed to check whether it is ex
ecutable in the current state[Baader et al., 2005], i.e., whether all necessary 
preconditions are satisfied, 

D E F I N I T I O N 4 (EXECUTABILITY) Given IC and an interpretationX that X ^ 
IC, an action A is said to be executable in X, denoted poss{A, X), 

• if A is an atomic action, A = (PA, E ^ ) , and X j= P A ; 

• (/A = B ; C, andposs{B,X) AX <^X' A poss{C,X'); 

• / /A = 1 U C, andpossiM,X) V poss{£.,X); 

m if A = 1*, and\/n{> 0),V?;(0 < i < n),poss(B\X) A X i^jj. X' A 

• if A = ipT, andX \= ip. 

Since an action impacts the world, it is needed to check whether performing 
it can result in the desired effects, i.e., whether a formula that we want to make 
true really holds after the performance[Baader et a!., 2005]. 

D E F I N I T I O N 5 ( P R O J E C T I O N ) Given K. and an interpretation X that X |= 
/C, a DL formula ip is a consequence of performing A in X, denoted [A](/?, iff 
X <kX' A X' ^ip. 
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Actually, executability and projection can be reduced into each other [Baader 
et al* 2005], Therefore, we only consider the reasoning task of executability 
in section 3. 

3. Reasoning Support for DDL 

In DDL, T brings structure to the world model of an action domain. Each 
interpretation that models T denotes a state of the world. A set of actions 
defined on the world model depicts the dynamic features of the action domain. 
The execution of an action causes the interpretation transformation. In this 
context, DDL can be viewed as a transition system consisting of: 

1 a set PV = {Ii,..., J„}, where V? (1 < i < n), J,; |= T, and J,; is called 
a state; 

2 a function V : F xW -*{true,false}, where F is the set of DL formulae 
and V{t/j,Xi) means whether J,; |= ?/' is true or false; 

3 asetT CWxSxW, where S is the set of actions, and (Ij, A, Ij) e T 
denotes that 2",: d:A'Ij-

Logic Program (see, e.g., [Baral and Gelfond, 1994] for review) is an effi
cient way for representing a transition system [Lifschitz and Turner, 1999]. In 
order to provide reasoning support for DDL, we translate actions into a logic 
program. Based on this translation, the action reasoning in DDL can be trans
formed into computing answer sets on a logic program. 

Several symbols are needed for the translation. There is a distinguished 
binary function symbol do : S x W -^ W; do{A,I) denotes the successor 
state to J resulting from performing the action A, The qualification problem 
for actions is denoted by a predicate symbol poss : S x W; 'poss{k,I) means 
that A is executable in 1. And another function holds{ip^I) asserts that a 
certain fact "holds" in a certain state, i.e., J |= il). 

Now we are ready for defining the translation vr from DDL to logic program
ming. We tailor the methods mentioned in [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993, Lifs
chitz and Turner, 1999] to do the translation. 

Translating Atomic Actions 
Let D be a domain description of DDL without similar actions. The pro

gram -nD will consist of four rules which are motivated by the "commonsense 
law of inertia". These rules are used to specify that DL formulae normally 
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remain the same after performing an action. 

holds{'ili,do{A,l)) <— holds{'i/j,l),not Noninertial{'ijj, A,2) (4) 

-'holds{ip, do{A, I)) ^~ -iholds{ijj, 2), not Noninertial{tlJ, A, I ) (5) 

holds{ip,2) <— holds{il!,do{A,I)),not Noninertial{-ip, A,!) 

(6) 

-^holds{ip,I) ^r- -^holds{-tp, do{A,I)), not Noninertial{^,A,X) 
(7) 

Rules (4) and (5) state that, when a formula is known to be true (or false) in the 
past, generally it remains true (or false) after performing an action. Rules (6) 
and (7) state that, when a formula is known to be true (or false) after performing 
an action, generally it was true (or false) before the performance. The auxiliary 
predicate Noninertial is used to show the abnormal cases. 

The translation of an primitive action A = (FAJ-E^A) is, for all formulae 
•i/)i,...,V-'n e -PA, 

poss{A,X) <— holds{'ijJi,I),..., holds{tjJn,I) (8) 

and for each condition bi/hi{l < i < m) e E^, 

holds{hi,do(A,I)) <— poss(A, J ) , holds{bi,I) (9) 

holds{bi,J) ^" poss{A,l), holds{hi,J), holds{hi, do{A,I)) 
(10) 

holds{bi,I) ^ poss{A,I), holds{hi,do{A,I)) (11) 

Noninertial{\hi\,A,J) <— poss(A, J ) , holds{hi,I), holds{bi,I) (12) 

where holds{x.,y) is the literal complementary to holds{x,y) and |a;| means 
the absolute value of x. These rules have following meanings: 

• Rule (8) allows us to prove the action is executable, if the preconditions 
hi {I < i < m) are satisfied. 

• For each each condition bi/hi{l < i < m) G JSA, when A is executable, 

- Rule (9) allow us to prove that hj, will hold after performing A 
under the condition of 6,;; 

- Rule (10) justifies if the truth value of hi has changed to true after 
performing A, then we can conclude that bi was satisfied when A 
was performed. 

- Rule (11) allows us to conclude that bi was false from the fact that 
performing an action did not lead to hi to be true after performing 
the action. 
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- Rule (12) States \hi\ is affected by performing A, Noniriertial{\hi\, k,T) 
means that \hi\ does not conform to the law of inertial. It disables 
the inertial rules (4 - 7) in the cases when |/?,j| can be affected by 

Translating Complex Actions 
The translation of a complex A is defined as: 

• ifA = B;C, then 

•poss{k,I) ^pos5(B,I) ,poss(C,do(l ,I)) (13) 

• if A = B U C, then 

poss{k,l) ^ poss{M,l) (14) 

pos,s(A,I) i-poss(C,J) (15) 

• if A = B*,thenVn(n>0) 

poss(A,X) <-poss(B\l),poss(B'^I),.. . ,poss(B",J) (16) 

• if A = • '̂?, then 

poss{k., I) i- poss{i),I) (17) 

Through the translation TT on actions, the reasoning on DLL is transformed into 
computing answer set of a logic program. Of course, to compute the answer set 
needs to use DL reasoning for the DL fragment of DDL. The combination of 
DL reasoning and answer set semantics of logic programs for DDL reasoning, 
as well as the complexity of this hybrid reasoning, will be discussed in other 
papers. 

4. Related Work 

Motivated by the expressive limitations of DLs in non-structural knowledge 
representation, several methods (e.g., [Levy and Rousset, 1996, Horrocks et al, 
2003]) have been proposed to combine DLs with rules. In these combinations, 
the rules can be viewed as constraints that the domain should satisfy. The 
rule-extended DLs still describe domain knowledge in a static sense. Thus, the 
representation of actions' functionalities is beyond the scope of them. 

DLs were originally designed for representing only static knowledge. To 
take into account changes in time or under certain actions, it is natural to ex
tend it by dynamics-related formalisms (e.g. modal logic, action formalisms. 
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and temporal logic). In [Welter and Zakharyaschev, 2000], a dynamic dimen
sion was introduced via extending the DL with propositional dynamic logic 
(PDL) for representing and processing knowledge in dynamic application do
main. In this method, actions were treated as modal operators, but no action 
description mechanism was given. In [Huang et al., 2005], an interval-based 
knowledge model was presented to bring structure to time-varying information 
by providing temporal constructs for concepts, relationships and integrity con
straints, but no explicit action description was given. In [Baader et al., 2005], 
an action formalism based on DLs was presented to model dynamic features of 
Web services. The complexity of reasoning task was also analyzed according 
to different choice of DLs. But no other action operator except for sequential 
composition was defined, which weakens the capability of the formalism. 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, DDL is designed to combine DLs with action formalisms. 
The interactions between actions and the DL-based world model are embodied 
in two aspects. On one hand, DL reasoning provides basis for interpreting 
action semantics and checking executability and projection. On the other hand, 
actions are defined in terms of preconditions and effects by using vocabulary 
defined in DL, and executions of actions impact the DL knowledge bases by 
changing facts stored in ABox. We have shown that the interaction can be 
viewed as a transition system. Based on the observation, reasoning tasks in 
DDL can be translated into answer set computing in logic programs. 

DDL provides a logical way for embracing actions into Semantic Web. And 
it can bring several advantages to Web Service applications, esp. on the Se
mantic Web. First, the framework of DLs makes a clear distinction between 
intensional knowledge in TBox and extensional knowledge in ABox. Thus, 
DDL enables a better view of how services impact the world by using DL to 
represent the world model. Second, DDL facilitates interoperation between 
services. Based on DLs, modelling services can reuse terms of those already 
existing domain ontologies, and thus provide services with shared knowledge. 
Third, the reasoning support for DDL enables the reuse of those efficient and 
scalable algorithms and engines available for DL reasoning and logic program
ming, and combine them for Web service composition, which is also our future 
work. 
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